The Final End of Yoga practice is the total dissolution of Mind and its puppet the Conditioned Identity, thereby coming into Union with the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being, through using a synthesis of the Six Fundamental Yogas as laid down in my E book "Experiential Knowingness-Yoga.

This causes the practitioner to enter the state of beingness called Separate and Merged. There is no other way to come into Union with the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being, but through dissolving Mind/Conditioned Identity either on a temporary or permanent basis.

Any other state than this, achieved through so-called Yoga practice, is deceptively brought into being by the Mind using a combination of intellect, imagination and the connivance of the Conditioned Identity and is pure imagined fantasy. Unfortunately for all the ancients this is the position they always obtained due to their ignorance of physiological and anatomical knowledge and terminology which allowed the Mind/Conditioned Identity to deceive them using a combination of intellect/imagination/ignorance and pre-conditioning.

Despite using fine-sounding, even poetical, verbal descriptions of these imagined states, in truthfulness these were only strings of meaningless associated words and the states resulting were preconditioned by the imagination to produce what can now be seen as fantasies, that are continuing to be repeated in our times.

Any energy felt in these states was Mental energy from the "religious" group minds that existed then and now, this same mental energy, still being confused with Consciousness now as then. These states of "insight" and "enlightenment" were and are fantasies conjured up by the Mind in order to preserve its hegemony over Brain functions and prevent the Id-Entity controlling the Body it was incarnated in at the moment of Conception.

These are examples of those Mind generated fantasies. To call the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being by the name "Brahman" is to humanise and personalise what is non-human and non-personal. To call sexual orgasm by the name "kundalini" is to airbrush out of existence the erotic and scientific and physiological component out of the Male and Female sexual experience. To call the spinal nerve ganglia by the name "chakras" is to create "metaphysical" meaning that ignores the physiological meaning and description. To call mental indulgence by the name "meditation" is to create imaginary states of psychic being, using emotion, imagination, ignorance and pre-conditioning which deceives inexperienced mind-driven people.

To deny that Yoga, and its wayward offspring of vedism, buddhism and hinduism, are hopelessly corrupted on all levels is akin to denying that the world is round or that water finds its own level. Over the millenia since this once noble and truly Self initiated and Self practised transcendental process
came into being there have sprung up, like weeds in a neglected field, many types and kinds of distortions of the root Yoga system. All purporting to be the "true" path or so their many proselytisers/sellers would have humanity believe. The Final End of Yoga is to be in permanent Union with the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being and this can only be realised through total and complete dissolution of Mind/Conditioned Identity.

Present day corruption takes the form of living life on one's knees, in some "consecrated space" begging for "energy" or "favours" from some disincarnate being masquerading as a "god" or "goddess" or some equally corrupted "guru" or ecclesiastic.

A trawl through the Web or a visit to any "spiritual" bookshop will reveal the extent of the market-driven sickness afflicting this, the only true path leading to Union with that which created us all, the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being.

Indeed one will find nowhere a truthful definition of what the word Yoga means existentially. This person asserts that is about fantastical physical contortions. This person swears it is about worshipping some "god" or "goddess", "Gods" and "goddesses" are disincarnate beings created for the sole purpose of misleading humans by the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being in order to "sort the wheat from the chaff". This person asserts it is about "surrendering" to and worshipping some "self-styled" "yogi or yogini or guru", when all they really are is ignorant inexperienced but verbally/intellectually able charismatic and likeable business people.

There are others who talk of creating various qualities such as "virtue" or "wisdom" or "compassion" but do not possess any of these qualities themselves because they demonstrably lie to the inexperienced and gullible people that they are busy collecting "donations" from. They do this whilst binding people into the "religious" group minds that they proselytise on behalf of. This person sells "meditation", like water by the river, when it should be truthfully called mental indulgence, using the imagination of the gullible plus a large dose of pre-conditioning. The desired effect is reached by the so-called teacher channeling heavy doses of mental energy, from the world wide group minds that surround this business activity in order to give the "customer" the "feelings" of "divine energy" that so many claim to receive.

Alas words have no shame nor have these so-called "teachers" who misuse them for power and profit. There are always two prices to pay for following these charismatic and erudite "teachers", with their "interpretations" of texts that were obsolete on the day they were written, due to ignorance of scientific and anatomical and physiological and psychiatric knowledge and terminology.

The visible price of coin and paper and allegiance is seen as justified that the "teacher" may carry on "spreading the message" of the phoney "yoga" that he or she peddles in the "spiritual marketplace" like ice-cream or spandex "yoga" clothes. In our modern consumerist society this activity is called "shrewd product placement".

The hidden price is never mentioned. Oh no!! For the "Good" or "Bad" Karma that one generates by following these "teachers" will tie one to the Wheel of Birth, Life, Death and Rebirth forever, an existence lived in Duality, the province and creation of the Mind. And this self-deception in turn creates the eternal suffering of a life lived out of Union with the Creator, the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being.
Where among these so-called "teachers is the one who talks of Neutral Karma? The much neglected third of the triumvarate of Karmas. This Neutral Karma that neutralises both the "Good" and "Bad" Karma that tie both Male and Female to the ever-revolving Wheel of Birth, Life, Death and Rebirth eternally. Before Union can take place the aggregates of both Karmas, "Good" and "Bad" must be dissolved and that only be through creating Neutral Karma. This Neutral karma can only be created through following the practice that totally dissolves Mind/Conditioned Identity, the creator of Duality.

These so-called "teachers" are in truth thieves of energy busily enriching themselves through stealing the life energies of the deluded who are their followers. These "teachers" can only develop "Good" or "Bad" Karma as payment for their dualistic dissimulation. In the case of these "teachers" their Conditioned Identities can be proven to be merely attractive adaptation disorders. Indeed it should be noted that All "religions", without exceptions, whatever their forms, philosophies or organisational structures are highly attractive group displacement activities. The over-riding aim of these "religions" is to prevent the individual follower achieving Union with the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being.

This has resulted in these past millenia of "religions" and their imposed denial of Freedom of Speech, Debate, Choice and Association and Will and Self. These negations of basic Human Rights are rightly called in modern day terms--Fascism!. This "religious" hegemony that has plunged this planet and its people of All Five Colours into war and degradation in the names of the various competing "gods" and "goddesses" and their gullible devotees who enthusiastically kill and maim those who disagree with their Psychotic delusions.

All "religions" have been called the "politics of enlightenment" and have always taken the form of Authoritarian Pyramidal Power Structures used to impose the collective will of a tiny minority over a defenseless uneducated majority. The "gods" and "goddesses" of All religions are motivated and governed by vanity, hence the need for worship in order to attract the emotional energy of the ignorant as energy is the "food" of these disincarnate beings. These disincarnate beings cannot come into Union with the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being, only humans can do so.

It is now, for the first time in humankind's long existence possible to prove scientifically that total dissolution of Mind/Conditioned Identity is absolutely necessary in order to come into Union with that which created all existence, the Creative Centre of All Beings and Being. There is only one Path that leads to total dissolution of Mind/Conditioned Identity and that is through following a synthesis of the Six Fundamental Yogas as outlined in my FREE E book "Experiential-Knowingness-Yoga". The state reached is called Separate and Merged.
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